
Jesus gave dozens upon dozens of specific instructions, as clear as language could
make them. Anyone who wishes to know what he instructs about possessions,
money, managing, neighbors, families, authorities, taxes, and a host of other things
need just read what he said. His Sermon on the Mount is a tour de force of practical,
straightforward, undisguised instruction. The gospels record Jesus teaching huge
crowds, instructing small groups, casually encountering individuals, confiding in
his disciples, and counseling families and individuals in crisis, not to mention
speaking to his Father in prayer. At times, Jesus was so blunt in his meaning that his
listeners howled in delight or rankled in rage, depending on whose conceit his
words were goring.

Yet Jesus also taught in parables, delightfully, entertainingly, profoundly, and
revealingly. A parable is a story that contains a lesson, in the case of Jesus’s
parables, not just a moral lesson but a spiritual lesson. Parables can frustrate those
who hear and try to construe them, as the questioner’s attitude reflects. But teachers
use parables for several sound reasons. As just suggested, parables engage the
listener or reader. By choosing story contexts that are either familiar to the hearer,
or striking in some sense, the teacher can draw in the hearer to greater effect, with
greater interest and concentration. The very fact that parables challenge and
entertain the hearer, requiring the hearer to puzzle and problem solve, increases
their usefulness over prosaic instruction.

Parables have other powerful effects. They are memorable, more-easily triggered
and recalled. One may not remember the lesson at first, but some circumstance
encountered in one’s day will suddenly recall the parable, and then the parable’s
lesson will once again inform. Christians may not always recall the rule or
command, but then they’ll remember the parable of the vine, fig tree, talents, or lost
coin, and with the memory comes the lesson or principle. Ancient people who relied
on oral history, who relied more on memory than we do, may have used stories and
parables in just that fashion, as memory aids. Educators today have various names
for the phenomenon, whether anchoring, schema, cognitive structure, or other
terms, but the point remains that people often recall stories before they recall
lessons, principles, and rules.



Jesus, though, gave a different reason for his teaching in parables. The disciples
asked Jesus the same question that the questioner above asked, although one
suspects without the same degree of negative attitude. Jesus instructed the disciples
directly, pragmatically, prosaically, without indirection or disguise. Yet when Jesus
taught crowds or other outside groups, rather than his trusted disciple insiders, he
sometimes switched to parables, as he did in teaching the crowd the parable of the
sower in Matthew 13. Jesus would then on occasion explain the parable to the
disciples, after he had drawn them aside from the crowd, as, again, he did the
parable of the sower, beginning at Matthew 13:18. On that occasion, the disciples
asked Jesus why he taught in parables.

Jesus’s answer surprises. Jesus explained, again in Matthew 13, that God had given
the disciples knowledge of heaven’s things, spiritual things. The disciples had a
heart, and therefore an ear, for Jesus’s spiritual truths, for the essence of his
meanings. The disciples followed, loved, and believed Jesus. But the people to
whom Jesus spoke parables did not always have that same heart for him or therefore
that same ear for his truth. Jesus continued that those who, like the disciples, had
the desire for spiritual truth, God would give even more truth, revealing truth in
abundance. But those who had no interest, who were already rejecting Jesus in their
hearts, God would take away what little truth that they might have had.

This lesson of the parables emphasizes that one cannot remain undecided, remain
on the proverbial fence, when the question is Jesus. To have little interest in Jesus
may as well be to have none. To have some desire for Jesus will become more. One
moves in one direction toward Jesus or in the other direction away from Jesus.
Spiritual truth either grows in the heart and soul, or it dies in the heart and soul. In
so instructing the disciples, Jesus quoted Isaiah 6:9-10, in which the prophet
addressed the stubbornness of Israel in resisting God’s word. Because the people’s
hearts had grown calloused, their ears no longer heard God’s word. Their eyes no
longer saw God’s actions. If their hearts were instead soft toward God, then they
would hear his word and see his actions. They would then turn from their sin,
toward God, who would heal them. Jesus concluded by saying that God was
blessing the disciples for their good hearts toward Jesus, by showing the disciples
spiritual truths that prophets and the righteous had longed to see and hear.



Parables thus accomplish another thing that prosaic instruction cannot. Parables
place truth, the moral or spiritual or other lesson that the parable intends to convey,
just within reach of those who desire to learn it. One can learn from parables if one
wants to learn. Yet parables simultaneously place truth, the lesson that they intend
to convey, just beyond the reach of those who do not desire to learn. Parables don’t
hit you over the head with their meaning but instead come alongside you if you
wish to know. This characteristic of parables has great utility for speakers, like
Jesus, who confront mixed crowds of friends and enemies, supporters and
detractors. One can, as Jesus always did, speak straight to the heart of the matter,
God’s own truth, but do so in a way that lets the hearer decide whether to construe
the parable as a lesson, as truth, or simply as a quaint story, entertainment, carrying
no message or conviction, and therefore no urgency or offense.

Jesus was the communication master in his use of parables, as he is the master in all
things. Jesus knew how to communicate. He knew exactly what his parables were
doing, how they exposed the hearer’s heart. That’s what Jesus does, exposing one’s
heart, holding the heart open for all to see who wish to see. You decide whether and
how to read the parables. Better, though, to read them as Jesus clearly intended, for
their profound spiritual truths. Have a heart for Jesus, and then have an ear for his
parables.


